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Global warming is arguably the greatest challenge that our societies will have to face 
in the immediate future, posing the threat of great social and economic disruption 
around the globe. The consensus of the scientific community is that the increasing tem-
peratures and the rise of see levels will influence climatic disturbances that in turn will 
provoke extreme weather events. If this is the case and the projections are accurate, 
we will have to prepare ourselves to cope with severe damages to the worlds build 
environment. Given the contribution of construction to the carbon footprint, the role of 
architecture is a topic of significant relevance and for this reason it is crucial for archi-
tects to focus on new ways to secure a more sustainable future. On the other hand, it 
is important for architects to learn how to deal and react to the increment in number 
and intensity of natural disasters. We will have to accept that during the process of 
transformation towards a carbon neutral society we will most likely continue to warm 
up the planet and in case of failing to reach the goal of net Zero, weather instability 
will become a reality. Certain areas will be more affected than others and it should 
be our responsibility to respond with strategies for a proper recovery, focusing not 
only on the physical infrastructure but also on the social and economic tissue of those 
areas. In other words, we should set our aims to propose creative solutions for better, 
more sustainable, and efficient reconstructions. Crisis often act as accelerators for the 
use and implementation of new strategies, however there is barely enough time to 
develop something from scratch. For this reason, the development of smart solutions in 
response to catastrophes must look beyond the immediate necessities and investigate 
the future of the affected communities.

In November of 2020, a major Hurricane of category 5 hit the Colombian islands 
of San Andres and Providencia. These two islands, located on the Caribbean Sea 
were severely damaged by the winds of Hurricane IOTA. Providencia was the most 
affected., with almost 98% of the whole infrastructure either destroyed or severely 
damaged. With the urgency and the pressures of a fast reconstruction, architects 
were put to the side and the Colombian Government set a very fast plan. The priority, 
of course was the construction of more than 1000 houses to help recover the island 
from the disaster. A problem with this approach is the lack of concern of what would 
happen after the reconstruction and with the problems that where already there be-
fore the hurricane. Food production being one of them.

Made in Old Providence focuses mainly on the challenge of reaching food 
sovereignty and proposing a sustainable model of life for the Island of Providence 
after the Hurricane IOTA. The objective is to generate pride and value to the local 
production of food, securing the means of production for the local communities and 
with this, reaching a certain level of independence an autonomy as a way out of the 
difficult times that came and way to endure the ones to come.   

aBStract
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The Island of Providence is located at the borders of the so-called Hurricane Alley. This part of the Atlantic Ocean is under 
the constant threat of major tropical storms. These conditions generate the challenge to think of ways to respond and build in 
these types of areas.

Hurricane Alley
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The drought season in the island of Providence can last up to for months and can very intence. There is a great dependence 
on rainwater reservoirs for fresh drinking water. It is common for islanders to collect the rain water and it is one of the most 
important feature of the islanders settlements. The lack of fresh water and the necesity to store it trough the dry season both for 
drinking porpuses and agriculture is a key feature of the project. 

DrOght SeaSOn 
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Old providence is historically a agricultural community. During the last century and because of 
different historical events the role of agriculture has been displaced to a peripheral activity in the 
food production cycle. 

hiStOrical develOPment Of the ecOnOmic activitieS On the iSland
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Daphne Ewing-Chow Senior Contributor

This article is more than 2 years old.

With the global market size of agritourism expected to reach
$10.16 billion by 2024 (Verified Market Reports) and with an
estimated Caribbean market for agribusiness products of $4
billion per year, there is a major opportunity for the region to
enhance its tourism product and improve food security,
connecting visitors and locals to the people, places and
processes involved in the production side of food and drink.

Regionally, operations such as Goodfellow Farms in the
Bahamas, PEG farms and Coco Hill Forest in Barbados and
Ridge 2 Reef Farm in St. Croix are offering farm tours, farmers
markets, farm stays, farm retreats and even opportunities to
take part in farm life. As an outcome of their study to map
agritourism policies in the Caribbean, the Technical Centre for
Agriculture and Rural Cooperation and the Inter American
Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture are currently
supporting agritourism development in 6 countries, including
Grenada, Jamaica, Barbados, St. Lucia, Suriname and St.
Vincent & the Grenadines.

According to the Culinary Tourism Alliance, these initiatives
are particularly important to socio-economic development
because they “allow farmers to diversify their income through
tourism-related activities that often leverage un- or
underutilized lands and buildings, connecting people to the
source of their food through experiences that are meaningful,
which can help to bridge urban-rural divides while cultivating
pride in agricultural landscapes and livelihoods.”

PROMOTED

In this interview, Trevor Jonas Benson, Director of Food
Tourism Innovation at the Culinary Tourism Alliance,
discusses the opportunities for agritourism in the Caribbean.
Benson is responsible for overseeing all aspects of the
organization’s social enterprise consultancy, Grow Food
Tourism and as a Barbadian, he is particularly passionate
about the region.

Daphne Ewing-Chow: Why is agritourism particularly
important to the Caribbean region?

Trevor Jonas Benson: There is tremendous potential to
grow food tourism in the Caribbean, and agritourism presents
itself as an authentic way to build awareness around the
region’s agricultural histories and heritage while celebrating
its growers, producers, and harvesters. The foodways of each
island along with the coasts that surround the Caribbean Sea
are so diverse. Agritourism experiences can help to bring these
foodways to life for the growing segment of food-connected
consumers who are interested in connecting deeply with the
destinations they visit.

Agritourism moves people out of urban centres and areas that
may be susceptible to over-tourism, such as seaports and
overdeveloped coastlines. This means that the visitor
dispersion potential is high, which can be very beneficial
during the high-season.

Agritourism also drives the localization of visitor dollars by
preventing tourism expenditure leakages through facilitating
the direct purchase of products and experiences from small
producers and providers. While the multipliers range by
destination, every dollar spent on fresh local food has a more
significant economic impact than one spent on imported
foodstuff.

There are also strong social networks and communities that
form around various agritourism products, such as farmers’
markets.

Daphne Ewing-Chow: How can sustainability, food security
and the environment be merged into the Caribbean’s
agritourism product?

Trevor Jonas Benson: The success of agritourism is
intrinsically linked to the health of local food systems, and
agritourism product can help to build resiliency into these
systems but the relationship between the two needs to be
interdependent. In other words, the sustainable use of natural
resources needs to be at the foundation of any product
development. Similarly, one cannot pursue the development
agritourism, which has the potential to attach significant value
to local foods, without ensuring that the needs of locals
continue to be met.

Daphne Ewing-Chow: How can the challenges associated
with merging food and agritourism in destination branding be
overcome?

Trevor Jonas Benson: The challenge of branding food and
agritourism as one is overcome by focussing on what brings
the food and food experiences of a destination to life; that is,
the people and their stories. By concentrating the brand on
experience, whether this is at the restaurant table or on a
fishing boat, one is able to navigate around having to identify
hero ingredients or dishes. What is left is the unique
opportunity to tie the stories of production through to
consumption into one narrative that is shared with current
and prospective visitors.

Daphne Ewing-Chow: Small island developing states such
as those in the Caribbean are highly vulnerable to climate
change impacts to the agriculture sector. How can this be
addressed strategically?

Trevor Jonas Benson: With agriculture as its base, the
agritourism product is particularly susceptible to the
unforeseen and often sudden impacts of climate change.
However, agritourism development can also help to build
resilience into local food systems by turning growers,
producers, and harvesters on to climate-smart agricultural
methods that fit their changing environments while providing
more sustainable and diverse means to generate revenue.
Food insecurity is also a major concern for many small island
developing states that have come to depend heavily on
imports, and while agritourism is not the solution to climate
change, it can certainly help to stimulate increased local food
production, food literacy, and food security.

Daphne Ewing-Chow
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In Antigua’s aquaponics project, the farmer combines the recirculating
aquaculture with hydroponic vegetables – the ?sh water is used as fertilizer for
the plants, and the plants clean the water for the ?sh. This produces crisp
lettuce then sold on the market.

Packages of Indies Greens Organic Lettuce sold at the on-site market.

Fifteen participants from ?ve countries (Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Barbados, Grenada and St. Kitts and Nevis) took part in the FAO aquaponics training
activities.

Indies Greens in Upper Renfrew, on the Caribbean island of Antigua, gathers and packages their aquaponics-produced lettuce.

Caribbean participants in the aquaponics training learn the fundamentals of ?sh ponds in the aquaponics system.

Participants get hands-on training.

The ?nal product – delicious, aquaponics-produced tilapia.

The Indies Greens Tilapia and Organic vegetable Farm in Antigua bene?ted from South-South cooperation and ?nancial assistance, and FAO technical support.

The beautiful site of Antigua’s Indies Greens Tilapia and Organic Vegetable Farm – using aquaponics to produce quality ?sh and vegetables.

These ?sh ponds produce high-quality tilapia.

Advancing aquaponics in the Caribbean

A crisp, blue sign emblazoned with “FRESH TILAPIA” entices customers to
stop in at Indies Greens in Upper Renfrew, on the Caribbean island of
Antigua, to pick up these delicious Gsh for a panfry or barbeque.

Bred and raised in Antigua under the supervision of Larry Francis and his
team, these tilapia are grown using aquaponics.
 
Aquaponics is a system that combines hydroponics, soil-less agriculture and
aquaculture within a closed system.

There are three biological components in the aquaponics process: Gsh,
plants and bacteria.

With aquaponics, the farmer combines the recirculating aquaculture with
hydroponic vegetables – the Gsh water is used as fertilizer for the plants,
and the plants clean the water for the Gsh.

The result is value-added, local production of both Gsh and vegetables
together, using the same water.

In this carefully balanced system in use in Antigua, the water is always
Gltered, oxygenated and healthy, without any chemicals at all, which means
that the quality and taste of the Gsh and lettuce are top notch.

“Aquaponic tilapia have little in common with their wild brethren growing in
stagnant ponds – tilapia from aquaponics are clean-tasting and unpolluted
with chemicals, and more importantly have an appealing and delicate
Ravour, while the hydroponic lettuce is crisp, crunchy and extremely fresh,“
explains Austin Stankus, FAO consultant facilitating aquaponics projects.

FAO is supporting the development of aquaponics throughout the
Caribbean region, which began with a technical training workshop hosted at
Indies Greens that took place 14-18 August 2017.

Fifteen participants from Gve countries (Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas,
Barbados, Grenada and St. Kitts and Nevis) took part in the training
activities which included lectures and theoretical discussions on the
biological, chemical and physical requirements to ensure the production of
the highest quality Gsh and vegetables.

Other topics included alternative energy and best construction practices to
ensure the system is cost e_ective and resilient to severe weather. Lectures
were reinforced with hands on practical sessions, with participants carrying
out every phase of tilapia production from breeding, feeding and
harvesting, and seeding, transplanting, pest management and harvesting of
the lettuce and vegetables.

As a Gnal take-home exercise, participants designed their own system,
complete with Gnancial analysis, for implementation upon their return to
their home country.

Aquaponics has the potential of higher yields of nutrient-rich vegetables
and protein-rich Gsh with less labour, less land, fewer chemicals and a
fraction of the water usage. Moreover, it is a potentially useful tool to
overcome some of the challenges of traditional agriculture in the face of
fresh water shortages, climate change and soil degradation.

Aquaponics works well in places where the soil is poor and water is scarce,
for example in urban areas, arid climates and low-lying islands.

Aquaponics is an option for farmers with limited access to land and water,
providing them with a chance to grow food. And overall it provides small-
scale farmers the potential to earn a supplementary income, and for
commercial farmers to create a viable business.

According to Raymon Van Anrooy, Aquaculture Obcer in FAO’s Fisheries
and Aquaculture Department, “Aquaponics is receiving increasing attention
as a viable method for providing Gsh protein, vegetables and proGts to
families and small communities.”

Now that the workshop is complete, FAO will continue to support the
advancement of aquaponics through the construction of demonstration
sites in partnership with Ministries from Member Countries and
collaboration with the farmers and participants of this workshop.

On-going value chain analyses and marketing studies will help farmers
identify and connect with consumers, especially hotels and restaurants
serving the tourist sector, ensuring that the farmers are able to meet the
speciGc demands for local organic Gsh and vegetables and take advantage
of this lucrative market sector.

Finally, national workshops, held at the newly constructed demonstration
centres, will help share the lessons learned from Indies Greens during the
FAO workshop expand to interested farmers across the Gve islands.

These activities are part of FAO’s larger programme of aquaponic
development, which has included several previous workshops and pilot
interventions. The FAO Technical Manual on small-scale aquaponics is
an excellent resource for anyone looking for more information or is
interested in building a small-scale system of their own.

Aquaponics, as an ebcient use of limited resources will be increasingly
important as we collectively combat the challenges of climate change and
water scarcity, and as we strive to meet the Sustainable Development
Agenda of 2030.

In recent weeks various hurricanes of the highest category (5) struck many
of the Caribbean islands with overwhelming e_ects. First Hurricane Irma
devastated Barbuda, St Maarten, the Virgin islands, parts of Cuba and
Florida, and she was followed by Hurricane Maria which hit Dominica and
Puerto Rico badly.

Although Antigua, where Indies Greens is located, was spared the brunt of
the storm, many communities throughout the Caribbean were ravaged. The
overwhelming destruction of infrastructure, homes and businesses is
overshadowed by the tragic loss of life. FAO stands in solidarity with those
a_ected most. Currently emergency needs and damage assessments are
being undertaken in various of the a_ected countries, with involvement of
FAO.

The long process of rebuilding has already begun, and FAO will continue to
do its part towards redevelopment through disaster risk reduction and improved resilience of agriculture and aquaculture. No farm can withstand the
destruction wrought by a direct strike of a powerful hurricane, but well-designed systems can mitigate the e_ects of severe weather and help the
farmer to rebound more quickly.

The FAO-GEF supported Climate Change Adaptation on the Eastern Caribbean Fisheries Sector Project (CC4Fish) is supporting 7 Caribbean SIDS with
capacity building and technical advice to adapt to the e_ects of climate change and make the sector better prepared for natural disasters like these
hurricanes.
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46% ToTally desTroyed

47% severely damaged

 7% minor damages

90 % of THe Biomass dagamged

made In old provIdenCe

“From the perspective of many policy experts, climate scientist and national security oficials, the 
concern is not whether global warming exists or how we might prevent it, but how we are going to 
adapt to life in the hot, volatile world we’ve created.”

Global warming is arguably the greatest challenge that our societies will have to face in the immediate future, posing 
the threat of great social and economic disruption around the globe. The consensus of the scientific community is that the 
increasing temperatures and the rise of see levels will influence climatic disturbances that in turn will provoke extreme 
weather events. If this is the case and the projections are accurate, we will have to prepare ourselves to cope with severe 
damages to the worlds build environment. Given the contribution of construction to the carbon footprint, the role of archi-
tecture is a topic of significant relevance and for this reason it is crucial for architects to focus on new ways to secure a 
more sustainable future. On the other hand, it is important for architects to learn how to deal and react to the increment 
in number and intensity of natural disasters. We will have to accept that during the process of transformation towards 
a carbon neutral society we will most likely continue to warm up the planet and in case of failing to reach the goal of 
net Zero, weather instability will become a reality. Certain areas will be more affected than others and it should be our 
responsibility to respond with strategies for a proper recovery, focusing not only on the physical infrastructure but also on 
the social and economic tissue of those areas. In other words, we should set our aims to propose creative solutions for 
better, more sustainable, and efficient reconstructions. Crisis often act as accelerators for the use and implementation of 
new strategies, however there is barely enough time to develop something from scratch. For this reason, the development 
of smart solutions in response to catastrophes must look beyond the immediate necessities and investigate the future of 
the affected communities.

In November of 2020, a major Hurricane of category 5 hit the Colombian islands of San Andres and Providencia. These 
two islands, located on the Caribbean Sea were severely damaged by the winds of Hurricane IOTA. Providencia was 
the most affected., with almost 98% of the whole infrastructure either destroyed or severely damaged. With the urgency 
and the pressures of a fast reconstruction, architects were put to the side and the Colombian Government set a very fast 
plan. The priority, of course was the construction of more than 1000 houses to help recover the island from the disaster. A 
problem with this approach is the lack of concern of what would happen after the reconstruction and with the problems 
that where already there before the hurricane. Food production being one of them.

Made in Old Providence focuses mainly on the challenge of reaching food sovereignty and proposing a sustain-
able model of life for the Island of Providence after the Hurricane IOTA. The objective is to generate pride and value to 
the local production of food, securing the means of production for the local communities and with this, reaching a certain 
level of independence an autonomy as a way out of the difficult times that came and way to endure the ones to come.   

| Learning to die in the Antropocene - Reflections on the end of civilization
Roy Scranton, 2015

The Island of Providence is located at the borders of the so-called Hurricane Alley. This part of the 
Atlantic Ocean is under the constant threat of major tropical storms. These conditions generate the 
challenge to think of ways to respond and build in these types of areas.

Hurricane Alley
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The restaurant and service industry 
of the island can use the brand 
MADE IN OLD PROVIDENCE to 
generate value to the food and local 
gastronomy.

1. reStaurantS

MADE IN OLD PROVIDENCE
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The Humanitarian camps set up by the Colombian Army and the Humi-
narian organization are an opportunity to extract “local” materials.

Old providence is historically a agricultural community. During the last century and because of different historical 
events the role of agriculture has been displaced to a peripheral activity in the food production cycle. 

1. CuTTIng up / SecTioning The TenT TexiTleS

HummanITarIan Camps / maTerial Source

2. CleanIng and reparIng / Sewing and repairing 3. monTage / TenSing The STrucTre

HIsTorICal developmenT of THe eConomIC aCTIvITIes on THe Island
fInal sTruCTure

b 

C 

Harbor of 
provIdenCIa

Island of

sT. CaTalIna

The restaurant and service industry of the island can use the 
brand MADE IN OLD PROVIDENCE to generate value to 
the food and local gastronomy.

The Hotels and the small bed and breakfast would certainly 
benefit from more sustainable and less consumption-direct-
ed tourism. 

The local community would take direct part in the food 
production. This would generate a mixture beteween a 
coperative and local governance of the food production. 

1. resTauranTs

1. HoTels

1. loCal CommunITy

One of the first questions to be asked after such a catastrophic event is how to get the materials to 
the affected area. Maybe as important is also the question of the origin and legality of such materi-
als. Relating back to the climate crisis, the importance of sourcing the materials is key in the process 
of reconstruction.  

The use of legal resources is crucial, even if it means assuming higher 
transportation efforts. The Colombian Patula Pine, for example, has a 
certified industry not so far from the Colombian Coast.

Solid PieceS
Square ProfileS /round ProfileS

Max lenght of 3M for a square profile of patula pine
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“From the perspective of many policy experts, climate scientist and national security oficials, the 
concern is not whether global warming exists or how we might prevent it, but how we are going to 
adapt to life in the hot, volatile world we’ve created.”

Global warming is arguably the greatest challenge that our societies will have to face in the immediate future, posing 
the threat of great social and economic disruption around the globe. The consensus of the scientific community is that the 
increasing temperatures and the rise of see levels will influence climatic disturbances that in turn will provoke extreme 
weather events. If this is the case and the projections are accurate, we will have to prepare ourselves to cope with severe 
damages to the worlds build environment. Given the contribution of construction to the carbon footprint, the role of archi-
tecture is a topic of significant relevance and for this reason it is crucial for architects to focus on new ways to secure a 
more sustainable future. On the other hand, it is important for architects to learn how to deal and react to the increment 
in number and intensity of natural disasters. We will have to accept that during the process of transformation towards 
a carbon neutral society we will most likely continue to warm up the planet and in case of failing to reach the goal of 
net Zero, weather instability will become a reality. Certain areas will be more affected than others and it should be our 
responsibility to respond with strategies for a proper recovery, focusing not only on the physical infrastructure but also on 
the social and economic tissue of those areas. In other words, we should set our aims to propose creative solutions for 
better, more sustainable, and efficient reconstructions. Crisis often act as accelerators for the use and implementation of 
new strategies, however there is barely enough time to develop something from scratch. For this reason, the development 
of smart solutions in response to catastrophes must look beyond the immediate necessities and investigate the future of 
the affected communities.

In November of 2020, a major Hurricane of category 5 hit the Colombian islands of San Andres and Providencia. These 
two islands, located on the Caribbean Sea were severely damaged by the winds of Hurricane IOTA. Providencia was 
the most affected., with almost 98% of the whole infrastructure either destroyed or severely damaged. With the urgency 
and the pressures of a fast reconstruction, architects were put to the side and the Colombian Government set a very fast 
plan. The priority, of course was the construction of more than 1000 houses to help recover the island from the disaster. A 
problem with this approach is the lack of concern of what would happen after the reconstruction and with the problems 
that where already there before the hurricane. Food production being one of them.

Made in Old Providence focuses mainly on the challenge of reaching food sovereignty and proposing a sustain-
able model of life for the Island of Providence after the Hurricane IOTA. The objective is to generate pride and value to 
the local production of food, securing the means of production for the local communities and with this, reaching a certain 
level of independence an autonomy as a way out of the difficult times that came and way to endure the ones to come.   

| Learning to die in the Antropocene - Reflections on the end of civilization
Roy Scranton, 2015

The Island of Providence is located at the borders of the so-called Hurricane Alley. This part of the 
Atlantic Ocean is under the constant threat of major tropical storms. These conditions generate the 
challenge to think of ways to respond and build in these types of areas.

Hurricane Alley
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The Hotels and the small bed and 
breakfast would certainly benefit from 
more sustainable and less consump-
tion-directed tourism. 

2. hOtelS

The local community would take 
direct part in the food production. This 
would generate a mixture beteween 
a coperative and local governance of 
the food production. 

1. lOcal cOmmunity

ii.   programmE
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 | erectiOn Of a cOinical-ShaPed hOgan during a yeiBichai ceremOny, St. michaelS arizOna

Simon Schwemberger/ corbiS, 1905

MADE IN OLD PROVIDENCE
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III.
STRUCTURAL

CONCEPT

-locKEd timBEr systEm-
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”...Within that field (mechanics), ‘resilience’ was defined as the interplay between 

rigidity (the ability of a structure or system to resist stress) and ductility the ability of 

that same system to absorb stress through its own deformation”. 

| Three Lessons from Japan on Architectural Resilience
Ariel Genadt, 2019

MADE IN OLD PROVIDENCE
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| Reciprocal Frame Configurations
U. Thönnissen, Hebelstabwerke, gta Verlag, 2015

iii.   structural concEpt
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| Reciprocal Frame Configurations
U. Thönnissen, Hebelstabwerke, gta Verlag, 2015

MADE IN OLD PROVIDENCE
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 | Celling Framework
Sebastiano Serlio, 1584

iii.   structural concEpt
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iii.   structural concEpt



1. PreParatiOn/ round ElEmEnts

1.1 SEtting up thE mold and placing thE piEcEs 1.2 Marking the cuts

cOnStructiOn PrOceSS - “lOcked timBer SyStem”

40
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MADE IN OLD PROVIDENCE



cOnStructiOn PrOceSS - “lOcked timBer SyStem”

1.1 A square cut most be made  in the round element
1.2 A guide mechanism can be easily implemented-
with a round saw and a mold. 

2. carving and cutting

41

GSEducationalVersion

iii.   structural concEpt
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GSEducationalVersion

To sucesfullly “lock” the structure a spetial piece is needed. The assembly logic was resolved by 
creating a special piece that slides in to close the pattern.

key Piece - lOcking mechaniSm

MADE IN OLD PROVIDENCE
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GSEducationalVersion

wedge Secure the mOvement - unlOcking mechaniSm

Given the great redundancy and the reciprocal logic of the system a certain tolerance can be given 
in key points to facilitate assembly and also to reduce stress on the joints caused by horizontal forces. 
The wedge is placed to stiffen the structure but also as a safety machanism falling when the horizontal 
forces are to strong. 

iii.   structural concEpt
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1. aSSemBly Of the firSt StaBle elementS

aSSemBly - Small mOdule / living unit

MADE IN OLD PROVIDENCE
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GSEducationalVersion

aSSemBly - Small mOdule / living unit

2. cOnnecting PieceS

iii.   structural concEpt
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GSEducationalVersion

3. rOOfing - hOrizOntal cOnnectiOn

MADE IN OLD PROVIDENCE
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GSEducationalVersion

1. firS wallS

aSSemBly - cOver mOdule / EnvElop

iii.   structural concEpt
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GSEducationalVersion

2. lifting in Place

MADE IN OLD PROVIDENCE
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GSEducationalVersion

3. HOrizOntal cOnnectiOnS

iii.   structural concEpt
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 | Previ hOuSing

JameS Stirling, 1969

MADE IN OLD PROVIDENCE
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IV.
MODULE

iv.   modulE
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3.12 m2

3.12 m2

4.57 m2 4.57 m2

4.57 m24.57 m2

65.00 m2

N

WATER SOURCE

Vegetables Grow Bed Fish Tanks

1 Fish of 500gr = 25L

18m2 Grow Bed = 180kg

Fish a Year

180 kg Fish = 9000L

180 kg Fish = 9m3

18m2 Grow Bed = 1100

Vegetables a Year

4 Adult should consume

around 104 kg of Protein

a Year (WHO)

4 Adult consumes

around 584kg of

Vegetables and Fruits

(WHO)

MADE IN OLD PROVIDENCE
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iv.   modulE
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GSEducationalVersion

3.12 m2
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4.57 m24.57 m2

65.00 m2

N

WATER SOURCE

Vegetables Grow Bed Fish Tanks

iv.   modulE
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 | glenn murcutt

magney hoUSe, 1984
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V.
WATER SYSTEMS

v.   watEr systEms
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GSEducationalVersion

1. geOmetry

The shape of the building is meant to collect 
the rain water with the roof to be stored and 
filtered. The water running down the facade 
would be guided to the water ponds that feed 
the permaculture system. 

MADE IN OLD PROVIDENCE
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GSEducationalVersion

v.   watEr systEms
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GSEducationalVersion

2. water filtratiOn and StOrage

The slow sand filtration system could be a 
good option for retaining big volumes of water 
while securing clean drinking water. 

MADE IN OLD PROVIDENCE
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GSEducationalVersion

v.   watEr systEms
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GSEducationalVersion

3. aquaPOnicS SyStem / worKshops

The aquaponics system needs a fraction of 
the water of traditional soil based agricultre. 
The water needed can be supplied by the big 
gray water tanks. 

MADE IN OLD PROVIDENCE
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v.   watEr systEms
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v.   watEr systEms
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v.   watEr systEms
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v.   watEr systEms
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 | Big air Package
criSto, 2011
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VI.
CLADDING
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1. PrOtectiOn againSt the Sun

By adding layers of different textiles a protection agains the heat can be 
achieved. The light material also allows for a cross ventilation.

MADE IN OLD PROVIDENCE
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GSEducationalVersion

vi.   cladding
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2. PrOtectiOn againSt the rain

During heavy storms the textiles can be well sealed, protecting crops and guests 
from the rains and heavy winds. Both layers can be closed in order to achive 
confort and protection from the elements. 

MADE IN OLD PROVIDENCE
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vi.   cladding
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GSEducationalVersion

3. reSPOnSe tO wind lOadS

In case of the threat of a major hurricane the textiles can be collected with ease. 
This would reduce the contact surface with the wind and avoiding any abrupt 
change of pressure or up-lifting forces. Instead of adding mass to counter the 
external forces the system would reduce the mass to reduce the stress received. 

MADE IN OLD PROVIDENCE
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vi.   cladding
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 | StaBBur in gjellerud/ BuSkerud

DaS holz UnD Seine VerbinDUngen - klaUS zwerger,1997 

MADE IN OLD PROVIDENCE
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VII.
MATERIALS
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One of the first questions to be asked after such a catastrophic event is how to 
get the materials to the affected area. Maybe as important is also the question 
of the origin and legality of such materials. Relating back to the climate crisis, the 
importance of sourcing the materials is key in the process of reconstruction.  

material SOurce

vii.  matErials



GSEducationalVersion

The use of legal resources is crucial, 
even if it means assuming higher 
transportation efforts. The Colombian 
Patula Pine, for example, has a certified 
industry not so far from the Colombian 
Coast.

Solid PieceS
Square ProfileS /round ProfileS

Max lenght of 3M for a square 
profile of patula pine

1. Patula Pine / wood Extraction 2. PreParatiOn/ inmunisation 3. tranSPOrtatiOn / By trucK

I - Material extractiOn - tranSPOrtatiOn

82
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3. tranSPOrtatiOn / By trucK

internal dimenSiOnS (in meterS): 5.898m lOng x 2.352m wide x 2.393m high.

timBer elementS

round = ø 15cm /5.9m 
squarE = 10cm x 10cm /2.95 m

ShiPPing / standar 20’ containEr
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vii.  matErials
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The Joints will be done in an on site 
prefabrication. 

Once the pieces are made they can be 
placed and assembled on site.

1. faBricatiOn / timBEr joinEry 2. faBricatiOn / sEtting up thE piEcEs

II - On Site  - cOnStructiOn

84
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Once the pieces are made they can be 
placed and assembled on site.

The final structure should be a a simple 
assembly line. 

2. faBricatiOn / sEtting up thE piEcEs 3. aSSamBly 
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vii.  matErials
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The Humanitarian camps set up by the 
Colombian Army and the Huminarian 
organization are an opportunity to 
extract “local” materials.

hummanitarian camPS / matErial sourcE 1. cutting uP / sEctioning thE tEnt 
tExitlEs

III - Re uSe
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1. cutting uP / sEctioning thE tEnt 
tExitlEs

2. cleaning and reParing / sEwing 
and rEpairing

3. mOntage / tEnsing thE structrE
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vii.  matErials
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VIII.
MODEL

&
RENDERS
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viii.   modEls & rEndErs
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viii.   modEls & rEndErs
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viii.   modEls & rEndErs
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viii.   modEls & rEndErs
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viii.   modEls & rEndErs
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viii.   modEls & rEndErs
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viii.   modEls & rEndErs
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viii.   modEls & rEndErs
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viii.   modEls & rEndErs




